
Morvern Resilience Meeting Notes 28th April 

Present: Angus Robertson, Alasdair Firth, Kenny McLaughlin, Peter 

Boylan (chair MCT), Annie Tordoff, Jane Stuart-Smith, Sarah Jones 

 

Apologies: Morven Gemmill 

 

 

1. Resilience Funds - Update AR.  

a. AR gave overview of resilience monies to date.  £20k 

flexible funding received from HIE.    Peter Boylan 

reiterated MCT support - no additional funds required at 

present but all agreed that funds may be required in the 

future and MCC, MCDC and MCT will work together to 

ensure maximum benefit from any available funds.  

Discussion held around supporting partnership working 

with Ardgour and Sunart which we would do where 

appropriate.  

b. LA stores reimbursed for additional expenses. Drimnin 

deliveries yet to be reimbursed.  

c. Skip suggested since many residents are tidying - AR to 

investigate supplier for biggest standard size skip. Need to 

ensure areas are kept tidy. Lochaline site discussed - 

against wall on West Pier.  AF to check site at Drimnin and 

send photo to AR.  

d. KM shared Sunart weekly meal system and will find out 

more to see if applicable/ possible in Morvern. 

2. Newsletter - draft shared and to go to KM for printing.  Resilience 

group and volunteers to deliver.  Copies to be available for the 

shop to include in delivery boxes. 

3. Thanks again to Lochaline Stores and to Davy Shaw for continuing 

to deliver to Drimnin.  

4. Community Support Update - all going well.  Call volumes are 

currently low but all systems in place if more support is required.  

High Viz vests to be collected this weekend. 

5. Broadband - 1 x dongle and SIM card received to test. KM to test 

and pass on to surgery. 2 more to be ordered.  Satellite service 

currently being explored.   Update from Kitty - meeting offered by 

senior BT staff  x 4 on 18th May following recent correspondence.  

MCC to facilitate.   


